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Now that the warmer temperatures are fading, you’ve put away the denim capris and Bermuda 
shorts. So, what’s next? Your jeans and other bottoms need to accommodate your cold-
weather wardrobe, including your favorite plaid blouses, chunky knit sweaters, and all the 
fashion tops women are wearing this season. Democracy Clothing stays one step ahead and 
always has what you need. 
 

 
 
This casual denim lifestyle brand for all women has the latest styles to keep you comfortable, 
polished, and always confident. Here are some must-have styles from their lineup you’re sure 
to love this season.  
 
Corduroy Bottoms in New Colorways 
 
When the weather cools down, soft corduroy bottoms are the perfect way to stay warm. Has 
corduroy ever really gone out of style? Maybe not, but Democracy Clothing gives it a modern 
touch by taking a classic straight leg design and offering it in a great fit with a variety of bold, 
new colorways. Make a statement in these bottoms constructed with their signature 
“Ab”solution® fit technology, featuring a sweetheart-shaped back yoke, an inner elastic “no-
gap” waistband, and soft-stretch corduroy.  

https://democracyclothing.com/collections/tops
https://democracyclothing.com/collections/tops


 
Girlfriend Jean in Black 
 
With the relaxed style of a boyfriend jean but made for a woman’s curves, you get the girlfriend 
jean. Democracy Clothing’s girlfriend fit in a black wash is a great addition to your fall and 
winter denim lineup. Featuring the fit you know and love, these chic black wash jeans are 
enhanced by subtle fading and whiskering detail for a well-worn look. Roll the cuffs, and you’re 
ready to rock and roll. 
 
Wide Leg Jeans in Grey 
 
Another effortlessly trendy style to keep in your closet is the vintage-inspired wide leg jeans 
from Democracy Clothing. Even better, get this style in the shade of the season, a faded grey 
wash. Enjoy relaxed comfort with a wide opening through the legs and Democracy Clothing’s 
signature “no-gap” elastic waistband. These wide leg jeans also feature a sky-rise waist, a 
sweetheart-shaped yoke, and strategically placed back pockets. Wider hemlines give your legs 
room for maximum comfort, but these jeans still flatter from the waist down. 
 
Boot Cut with Flattering Fits and Tons of Washes  
 
If you like the look of a relaxed leg opening but want to create the “legs for days” aesthetic, try 
an on-trend pair of boot jeans women are wearing this season from Democracy Clothing. The 
brand’s boot cut jeans create a slim fit through the thighs with a slight flare at the bottom of 
the leg. Discover artisanal denim washes, classic black and grey, and colored bottoms in boot 
cut styles, some featuring high-rise waists. No matter which boot cut pair you choose, you 
always get “Ab”solution® fit technology to enhance your natural shape and boost your assets. 
 
Find your perfect-fitting jeans in all the styles you adore from Democracy Clothing at 
https://democracyclothing.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/497dwcU 
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